List of Public Viewing Documents at Headquarters Branch
In Chronological Order
(last updated 5/2021)

Forward through Ferguson: A Path Toward Racial Equity
A printed companion to FORWARDTHROUGHFERGUSON.ORG
Prepared by: STL Positive Change, The Ferguson Commission
September 14, 2015
(HQ Public Viewing Document #241)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Administrative Record
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
January 2014
(HQ Public Viewing Document #234)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
May 2012
(HQ Public Viewing Document #229)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation: Volume III Figures
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
March 2012
(HQ Public Viewing Document #228)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation: Volume II Tables
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
March 2012
(HQ Public Viewing Document #227)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation: Volume I Text
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
March 2012
(HQ Public Viewing Document #226)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Bench Scale Study and Bedrock Injection Pilot Study at Area of Concern 2: Final Baseline Geophysical Work Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by CDM
August 24, 2011
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2011 Groundwater Monitoring Data Summary Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
July 2011
(HQ Public Viewing Document #223)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2010 Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
July 2011
(HQ Public Viewing Document #222)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Bench Scale Study and Bedrock Injection Pilot Study at Area of Concern 2: Final Quality Assurance Project Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by CDM
July 21, 2011
(HQ Public Viewing Document #221)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Bench Scale Study and Bedrock Injection Pilot Study at Area of Concern 2: Final Bench Scale Work Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by CDM
July 21, 2011
(HQ Public Viewing Document #220)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2009 Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
April 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #218)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Ground Monitoring Data Summary Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #217)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Bench Scale Study and Bedrock Injection Pilot Study for Area of Concern 2: Final Accident Prevention Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by CDM
January 12, 2011
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2008 Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
September 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #215)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Work Plan for AOC 2/18 Plume Delineation and Well Installation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
June 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #211)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final February 2009 Groundwater Monitoring Data Summary Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #210)

Tyson Valley Final Work Plan for Groundwater Monitoring
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #209)

Tyson Valley Final Work Plan Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
August 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #204)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Historical Site Use Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Redox Client Services
May 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #202)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Completion Report: Debris and Waste Excavation, Incidental to the Remedial Investigation, Appendix G - Contractor Quality Control Reports
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Pangea, Inc
March 14, 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #201)
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Firing Point Technical Memorandum
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
December 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #193)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Draft Final Engineering Evaluation and Cost Analysis AOCs 3 and 7
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Pangea, Inc
January 2006
(HQ Public Viewing Document #191)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 5 of 5, Appendices E-N
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #182)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 4 of 5, Appendices A-D
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #181)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 3 of 5, Figures
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #180)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 2 of 5, Tables
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #179)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 1 of 5
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #178)
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Sampling and Analysis Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
May 2005, Revision B
(HQ Public Viewing Document #177)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2004 Environmental Consolidation Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
May 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #172)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site Inspection Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
October 2002
(HQ Public Viewing Document #136)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Community Relations Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by HydroGeologic, Inc.
September 2002
(HQ Public Viewing Document #132)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Work Plan Addendum for the Phase II Remedial Investigation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by HydroGeologic, Inc.
July 1998
(HQ Public Viewing Document #111)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Data Summary Report Phase II Remedial Investigation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by HydroGeologic, Inc.
March 1999
(HQ Public Viewing Document #110)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Water Well Data Summary Report Addendum
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by HydroGeologic, Inc.
August 1998
(HQ Public Viewing Document #108)